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INTRODUCTION 

Henry James, the author of some twenty-two novels, one 

hundred twelve tales, and a large number of critical, descriptive, 

and dramatic works, is an American writer who has evoked much con

troversy in the field of literary criticism. The controversy 

centers on James's merits as a writer of fiction and his status 

as an American and quickly polarizes critics into two opposing 

gr oups, one composed of critics who recognize and appreciate 

James and his talent and the other composed of those who ignore 

James's talent and cannot tolerate his writing. 

Among the James supporters is noted critic Philip Rahv, 

who calls James "at once the most and least appreciated figure 

in Ameri can writing. 111 Rahv also believes that James•s authority 

as a novelist of unique quality and as an archetypal American has 

grown immeasurably in the years since his death." 2 James has 

no greater supporter than Leon Edel, who has written a five

volume critical biography of James and who refers to him as 

"the architect of the modern noveL, 11 3 With James, Edel feels 

that the American novel has "attained a precocious maturity i t 

1Philip Rahv, Literature and the Sixth Sense (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1970), p . 95. 

2 
Ibid. 

3Leon Edel, Henry James: The Untried Years (Philadelphia: 
J. D. Lippincott and Company, 1953-r-;-p. 10. 
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has never surpassed," and he believes that James is the "first 

great theorist and scholar in the art" of writing.4 

On the other hand, critics of anti-James sentiments 

ci te James•s love of Europe as reason for not regarding him as 

an American artist. In The College~ of American Literature, 

a text in current usage, the editor remarks "it is not certain 

t ha t Henry James really belongs to American literature, for he 

was critical of America and admired Europe."5 Other critics 

have called James a "self-deluded expatriate snob, a concocter 

of elegant if intricate trifles, and a fugitive from reality. 116 

Furthermore, Ludwig Lewisohn is repelled by the novels and calls 

t hem "frosted glass."7 Van Wych Brooks is also listed among the 

anti-James critics as he has published two works, The Pilgrimage 

of Henry James and New England: Indian Summer, which give ex

t remely low estimates of James's worth as a novelist. 

After viewing such vastly differing critical opinions, 

one can clearly see that James is not a writer who evokes 

moderate responses from either scholars and critics or his 

general audience. The question then arises, what causes suc h 

extreme reactions among James's publjc? One answer lies in 

Henry James the man, a complicated and contradictory individual. 

4Ibid., pp. 10-11. 

5Rahv, p. 95. 

6Ibid., p. 96. 

7Ibid. 
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Since the artist cannot be divorced from his art, the comp

lications, contradictions, and ambiguities that were present in 

James's own life are present in his writing. Conceivably then, 

a reader with no understanding and appreciation of James the man 

could not relate adequately to James the artist. On the other 

hand, a reader with a knowledge of James•s background and ex

periences can read James with empathy and perception. Also 

necessary for an appraisal of James's work is a broad view of 

culture in general, and Anglo-Saxon culture in particular.8 

For example, a reader with a limited cultural understanding would 

not be able to see that James is more closely aligned with 

American ideas than with European. 

One way t o get an accurate picture of Henry James is to 

approach his work with some degree of preparation and then to 

focus attention on the Jamesian heroine. It is she, more than 

any other character, who represents James's philosophy and in

terpretation of life. Through her he presents his vision of art 

and relates the irony, the humor, and the ambiguity he saw in life. 

James saw her as a character of heroic proportions as evidenced 

by his preface to The Wings of the Dove. He credits her with 

being "that certain sort of young American," especially enriched 

with "liberty of action, of choice, of appreciation, of contact 

. . . who is more the 'heir of all the ages' than any other 

young person whatsoever." 9 

8rbid .. , p. 101. 

9rbict., p. 105. 
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James developed his heroine through a process of 

evolution. Through a repetition of characters James created a 

specific character type and evolved a set of recurrent themes. 

Whil e the characters within a specific type are basically the 

same , James varied the degree of emphasis placed on individual 

charac ter traits as he experimented, searching for the ideal 

protagonist who could carry fully the burden of his literary 

message . 

For James the process was a conscious one as evidenced 

by his answer to his brother William's severe criticism of 

Daisy Miller. James replied that "being very artistic he had 

the constant impluse to try experiments of form. 1110 "It is 

something to have learned how to write," he continued, "and 

when I look round me and see how few people (doing my sort of 

work ) know how I don't regret my step by step evolution." 11 

No where is this evolution more evident than in an examination 

of the Jamesian heroine who forms the central core of James's 

work. 

Various elements influenced James's literary evolution 

and the development of his heroine. Primarily he saw himself 

as an artist with a responsibility to relate life as he saw it, 

much as a painter relates life with canvas and paint. 12 For this 

reason the observer is often an integral part of James ' s fiction . 

10Leon Edel, Henry James: The Conquest of London (Phi1-
delphia: J. B. Lippincott, 1962), p. 384. 

11 
Ibid. 

12 Ibid., pp. 54- 55 passim. 
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James felt that the artist-observer should choose his subjects 

fr om familiar surroundings. Consequently, James found the seeds 

for his writing in his personal relationships with family, friends, 

and acquaintances. Also James often used his writing to probe 

his own personal reality. Concerning a group of tales written 

during his Cambridge period, he admitted that the stories were 

"in the highest degree documentary ·for myselr.u13 

Perhaps the most extensive influence on James's writing 

which contributed to the creation of his heroine came from with

in hi s own family and environment and his relationship to both. 

These influences, especially the early ones of childhood w~ich 

det ermined the kind of man and writer he became, shaped his ideas 

about women. Most significant is the influence of his mother, 

Mary James.14 A stro~g-willed, domineering woman, Mary James 

left a lasting impression on her son and his work. Of her Edel 

writes, "she was a strong woman, strengthened by the worship of 

her husband and the love of her four sons and daughter who ac

cepted her not only as their devoted mother but as the exalted 

figure of their father's venerati~n. 111 5 Her influence shaped 

the character of the Jamesian heroine and determined Henry 's 

celibate life. Even when Henry was thirty years old and travel

ing alone in Europe, his mother sent him letters filled with 

instructions for his financial expenditures as well as his 

social life. 

13Ibid., p. 34. 
14Edel The Untried Years, pp. 41 -45 passim. ' --
1 r~ 

,,, Ibid., p. 41. 
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Constantly exposed during his childhood to strong women 

with weak, ineffectual husbands, James developed a high regard 

for women, at a distance. 16 Women could be appreciated and ad

mired for their good qualities, their physical beauty, creativity, 

and intellect, James believed; but one could not become entangled 

with them on an intimate emotional level. Such an entanglement, 

he felt, placed a man, especially a sensitive, creative one, 

in a highly precarious situation. Involvment with a strong 

woman could result in complete abdication to her and cause a 

loss of creative expression and relegate the man to a useless 

nonenti ty. Consequently, James saw women as creatures to be 

worshipped and revered but not handled and touched. For this 

reason , his heroines are strong-willed, self-sufficient women 

who, for various reasons , avoid marriage. 

James's father, Henry James, Senior, also affected his 

son's attitudes about women. The elder James not only worshipped 

his wife, but also leaned heavily upon her for guidance in all 

matters. It seems to have been the mother who disciplined the 

children and the father who gave sympathy and affection. Whereas 

Mary James was strict and stern, Henry, Senio~ was apt to give in 

to the children and let them do as they wished. 17 Furthermore, 

Henry James, Senior, was not strong either in body or spirit. 

As the result of a childhood accident, he had had a leg am

putated; 18 and he was highly unstable emotionally. l9 He was 

16 Ibid., pp. ~)4- :::·5 . 

1 7 
47-50 passim. Ibid., pp. 

l 8 Ibid., p,, 24. 
19 

31-32. Ibid., pp. 
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subject to anxiety and depression and found comfort only in 

the theories of Emmanuel Swedenborg, a Swedish seer, who be

lieved that man's rebirth was the key to Divine Creation and 

Providence. 20 

Another factor which contributed to James's literary 

de velopment was his relat i onship to his older brother, William 

James, the noted doctor and philosopher who was a genius in his 

own right. A keen sense of competit i on marked the relationship 

between the two gifted James brothers. This competition, which 

began in childhood, caused Henry much anxiety and frustration; 

for he felt himself inferior to William. At sports and various 

other social activities, William excelled; but Henry's achievemets 

were not at all notable. The parents added to the conflict be

tween their sons by comparing them and by setting up William as 

a standard for Henry. Predictably, William grew up feeling 

superior to his brother and often gave Henry unsolicited advice 

and extremely harsh criticism. William's range of critici sm 

extende d even to Henry's literary efforts. 21 This brotherly 

conflict, toge ther with the artistic lure of the ancient soc iety, 

caused James to leave the family home and seek the solitude o f 

Europe. Ther e , separated from his family by the Atlan tic Ocean, 

James could live and work as he chose. Yet even here his re

lationship with William had a direct effect on his work and 

a nd was a factor in the creation of his most famous charact er 

20 r · 32 3~ bid., pp. - /. 

21 Ibid ., pp. 245-246. 
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t ype -- the Jamesian heroine. The relationship in itself was 

ambiguous, for not only was there competition and conflict, but 

also a strong emotional bond between Henry and William James. On 

the surface Henry James was always the loving brother, and he 

never allowed himself to become involved in open conflict with 

Wil l iam. Therefore, James projected his personal problems and 

relationships into his writing; so in one sense, he art became 

psychol ogically therapeutic for him. By using a female protagonist 

in hi s writing, James created a mask for his own personal feel

ings . In the guise of a young girl, often an American, James 

could easily explore his own intimate problems without William 

and the family immediately recognizing themselves or the problems. 

James began his extensive use of the female protagoni st 

with the publication of Daisy Miller in 1878. The characterization 

of Daisy which James felt had "a certain flatness" 22 is the 

bas i s for all his succeeding heroines. From this point until the 

end of his career he concentrated on developing hi s heroi ne into 

what he called a "free spirit," that is an individual who can bot h 

"feel and see."23 James believed these two elements mus t exis t 

withi n a person in order for that person to achieve a harmonious 

personality and for moral justice to exist in the wor l de 24 Hi s 

l ater heroines are progressive steps in his sear ch for t he idea l 

protagonist. By choosing three of hi s heroines , Da isy Mi ller, 

22Edel, Conquest of London, p. 304. 

23Frederick Willey, "The Free Spirit and the Clever Ag ent 
in Henry James," Southern Review, 2 (1966), 315 . 

24 Ibi d., p, 31 6. 
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Catherine Sloper (Washington Square, 1880), and Fleda Vetch(~ 

Spoils of Poynton, 1897), and by examining them closely for re

petitive themes and similar characteristics, one can see Jamea's 

evolutionary progression from a simple character type who possesses 

an egotistical spirit to a multi-faceted character type who has a 

self-transcending nature. After James succeeded in establishing 

this latter type, he continued to use the pattern in his later 

novels. 



CHAPTER I 

A CHARACTERIZATION OF DAISY MILLER 

A look at the Jamesian heroine must necessarily begin with 

James' s portrait of Daisy Miller, the unconventional young American 

in the nove l of the same name. The novel marked James's first 

real literary success, and his charac terization of Daisy has 

been responsible for the novel's popularity. A free spirit, 

Daisy has a will of her own and a personal brand of morality. 

She is also the first in a long line of female protagonists that 

James created to carry his message and to display his art for the 

literary world. 

The publication of Daisy Miller brought Henry James 

1 "instantaneous success," and he described it to his mother 

as "a really quite extraordinary hit. 112 James's success, how

ever, was not without its controversy. The novel was published 

by Cornhill Magazine after it had been turned down by Lippincott's . 

John Foster Kirk, the editor of Lippincott's, rejected Daisy 

Miller because he felt it to be "an outrage on A_merican girlhood. 11 3 

But the public, both American and European, reacted enthusiastically 

1H. Montgomery Hyde, Henry James at Home (New York: Farrar, 
Straus and Giroux, 1969), p. 11. 

2 Ibid., p. 15. 
3Viola Dunbar, "A Note on the Genesis of Daisy Miller," 

Philological Quarterly, 27(April, 1948), 185~ 

10 
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t o Daisy. In fact, the novel's publication launched a "Daisy 

Miller" vogue, and "Daisy Miller was a much-used descriptive 

phrase whenever some particularly charming, forward young lady 

from America showed up in Continental surroundings."4 While 

American readers in general liked Daisy for her spirit, her 

sense of freedom, and her natural behavior, the social circles 

in Boston and New York resented her for her crudeness. In June 

of 1879, the New York Times reported that "There are many ladies 

in and around New York today who feel very indignant with Mr. 

James for his portrait of Daisy Miller, and declare it is 

shameful to give foreigners so untrue a portrait of an American 

girl. "5 

Nevertheless, the portrait is faithful in an artistic 

sense. Daisy is the representation, even a caricature of 

hundreds of American girls James had seen in the shrines of 

Europe.6 These young girls, newly-rich and uncultured , with 

no "sense of the past" about them dashed off to Europe to be 

"finished." While James had never intended for Daisy to be at 

all realistic, he did base her characterization on a true incident 

related to him by his friend Alice Bartlett. Daisy was also 

based on a formula devised by European authors writing for a 

European audience. These writers would "begin a story with a 

4Leon Edel, Henry James: ~ Conquest of London (New York : 
J. B. Lippincott Company, 1953), p. 309. 

5Ibi d., p. 312. 

6 
Ibid., p. 303. 
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stereotype of an unattractive American, and then gradually present 

the character in a more and more favorable light. 11 7 By using such 

a device, the author tricks his audience and elicts a stock re

sponse.8 James was also influenced by the literary heroines of 

such European writers as Turgenev, Cherbuliez, George Sand, and 

Mme de Stael.9 These European heroines were consistently in

dependent and freedom-loving. 10 These facts then make Daisy 

part of a literary tradition as well as the product of James's 

art. He wrote of Daisy, "My supposedly typical little figure was 

of course pure poetry, and had never been anything else; since 

that is what helpful imagination, in however slight a dose, 

ever directly makes for."11 

The "poetry" of Daisy Miller begins to emerge when 

Frederick Winterbourne, the central observer in the novel, views 

Daisy for the first time; and James gives his readers a physical 

descript ion of Daisy. Winterbourne "saw a beautiful young lady 

advancing. • dressed in white muslin, with a hundred frills 

and floun ces, and knots of pale-colored ribbon ••• and she was 

strikingly, admirably pretty. 1112 James stresses Daisy's physical 

7John H. Randall, III, "The Genteel Reader and Daisy 
Miller, American ~uarterly, 17 (1965), 573. 

8Ibid., p. 574. 
9Motley F. Deakin, "Daisy Miller, Tradition, and the 

European Heroine," Comparative Literature Studies , 6 (1969), 45. 

10Ibid. 

11 Edel, Conquest of London, p. 312. 

12Henry James,~ 1Y!J:!. of~ Screw~ Daisy Miller (New 
York: Dell Publishing Company, 1968), pp. 130- 131. 
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loveliness again and again. She has "wonderfully pretty eyes: 

and, indeed, Winterbourne had not seen ••• anything prettier 

than his fair country woman's various features -- her complexion, 

her nose, her ears, her teeth. 111 3 Mrs. Costello, Winterbourne•s 

aunt, also observes that, although common, Daisy is exceptionally 

well dressed: "She has that charming look they all have ••• I 

can't think where they get their taste." 14 Even the pillar of 

Roman-American society, Mrs. Walker, who snubs Daisy, admits 

"the girl is delightfully pretty." 15 Daisy's physical beauty 

then becomes the only fact about which the other characters 

can agree. While Mrs. Costello and Mrs. Walker are positive that 

Daisy's beauty is only on the surface and is the result of some 

unexplainable accident, Winterbourne is unable to make any kind 

of permanent judgment about Daisy since he cannot reconcile her 

appearance and her behavior. 

Winterbourne's problem parallels the reader's own pre

diciment when he attempts to decipher Daisy's true character. On 

the one hand, she seems to be egotistical, self-centered, and 

isolated from her environment; but on the other, she appears to 

be innocent, inexperienced and merely unaware of society's ruleso 

James emphasizes this ambiguity when he presents Daisy from the 

outside. The reader sees her first through Winterbourne's eyes 

and then through the eyes of each of the other characters. One 

13Ibid., p. 133. 

14 
Ibid., p. 144. 

1 c.. .) 181. Ibid., p .. 
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critic, John H. Randall, believes James intentionally emphasized 

the ambiguity of Daisy's character in order to force the reader 

to make his own interpretation about the true Daisy. 16 In this 

way James equates his audience with Winterbourne, who has lived 

so long in "foreign parts" 17 that he cannot judge real innocence. 

Randall also comments that James allows for more than one in

terpretation of Daisy's true nature; furthermore, he feels that 

the reader's own background will determine which Daisy he chooses, 

the egotistical one or the innocent one. 18 

The egotistical Daisy is the prototype of the headstrong 

girl. She is the "pretty American flirt 1119 who comes to dominate 

the European social scene and becomes the vistim of that same 

society. Basically self-centered, Daisy is also petulant, 

stubborn, and spoiled. She seems to be totally oblivious to the 

European code of conduct and to other people's feelings, including 

those of her mother. In Vevay, when she proposes the visit to 

Chillon, Winterbourne, Eugenio, the courier, and Mrs. Miller are 

visably shocked; but Daisy completely ignores their reactions. 

She is concerned only with her own desire to have Winterbourne 

escort her to the castle. Later in Rome, Daisy is delighted by 

the Roman society, especially the attentive young Roman men; 

and she refuses to listen to Mrs. Walker's warnings about her 

16 Randall, p. 570. 

17 James, p. 191. 

18 Randall, p. 570. 

19 James, p. 137. 
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safety. When Daisy goes for walks about the city with Giovanelli, 

Mrs. Walker admonishes: "but it is not the custom here"; Daisy 

retorts "Well, it ought to be, then."20 As Mrs. Walker continues 

to scold Daisy for being reckless and unreasonable, Daisy becomes 

even more insistent upon having her own way. In fact, she laughs 

at Mrs. Walker and replies, ''I have never heard anything so stiff! 

If this is improper, Mrs. Walker, • . . then I am all improper, 

and you must give me up. 1121 Throughout the novel Daisy maintains 

her undisciplined behavior and refuses to be guided by anyone 

other than herself. She is, in fact, not even a part of the 

society she wishes to enjoy; she is isolated from it by her own 

egoism. 

Ignorance also forms a principle part of Daisy's 

character. James implies that she is a product of an ignorant 

society and the child of ignorant parents. During his first 

meeting with Daisy, Winterbourne perceives that she lacks 

"finish," 22 and James also quickly identifies Daisy and her 

family as natives of Schenectady, New York. Consequently, 

Winterbourne attempts to align Daisy with other girls from New 

York State and with American girls in general; but since he has 

never met an American girl like Daisy, he cannot be sure of his 

deduction. He decides she is "only a pretty American flirt" 

who has "a certain laxity of deportment 1123 and later informs 

20Ibid., pp. 168-169. 

21 . 
Ibid., p. 170. 

22Ibid., p. 133. 
23 

137. Ibid., p. 
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his aunt that Daisy is "completely uncultivated."24 

Moreover, Daisy is not at all aware of Continental 

manner s and etiquette. At their first meeting, she talks to 

Winterbourne "as if she had known him a long time, 11 25 something 

no pr operly educated young woman woul d do. Her familiarity with 

Eugenio, the courier, also causes Winterbourne and his aunt to 

questi on her social training. "They l]'aisy and her motheE)_ treat 

26 the c ourier l i ke a familiar friend - like a gentleman," Mrs. 

Costello observes. Daisy does not even know the ~uropean de

finiti on of a gentleman; moreover, s he assumes her own conception 

of a gent leman to be the universal one . 27 Because of his fine 

clothes and good manners, Daisy treats Eugenio, as wel l as 

Giovanell i , l i ke a gentleman. 

Furthermore, Daisy recognizes no standards and does not 

28 even know what •· standard" means. Evidently she has never been 

given any guides for her conduct, either by her parents or by 

American society. Heve James indicates that American soc i ety has 

no r ule s but allows the individual freedom of conduct and the 
\ 

right to seL!his own standards much as Daisy does. In shor t , 

Daisy does whatever pleases her at the moment, and her ext reme 

independence of judgment and action eventually result in her death. 

24 Ibid., p. 142. 
2 5 

Ibid., p. 135. 

26 . Ibid., pp. 1 41 - 142. 
27 

Edel, Conquest of London, p. 305. 

28
Ibi d. 
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Although ignorant on many points, Daisy is clearly an 

int el ligent being. Her excellent taste in clothes shows an 

underst anding and appreciation of current fashion, and her very 

pres ence in the cultural sites of Europe shows her awareness of 

culture and her desire to be "cultured." Daisy is also very much 

aware of her power over men, and she is not above manipulating 

men by means of sex appeal. 29 Since she enjoys being the center 

of attention, she teases and flir t s with Winterbourne and 

Giovanelli in order to get her way and to create a "11 ttle fuss . ,,30 

Furthermore, Daisy uses her sex appeal to attack the class 

s ystem.3 1 It is the women of European society who ostracize 

Daisy , and she hits back at them through her power over men.32 

Alt hough Mrs. Walker snubs Daisy at her party, Daisy is the main 

attraction for the men at the party and receives more atten t ion 

than the hostess herself. Her clever manipulation of men s ugges t s 

t hat she possesses an innate, natural intelligence. 

Among Daisy's other positive qualities is her unusual 

strength o f character, which seems to emanate from some unknown 

inner source . 33 Although frequent l y bombarded by r e jection and 

disapproval, she remains, for the most par t, seemingly untoucheds 

29 Randall, p. 573. 

30James, p. 152. 

31Randall, p. 573. 

32Ibid. 

33christof Wegelin, The Image of Eur ope in Henr y J ame s 
(Dal las: Southern Methodist Univer s ity Press , 1958 ), p. 63. 
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When Winterbourne informs Daisy that his aunt cannot meet her 

because of her severe headaches, Daisy replies, "She doesn't 

want t o know me! ••• Why don't you say so? You needn't be 

afraid. I'm not afraid! 11 34 Then she laughs to show Winter

bourne that she truly is not hurt by his aunt's rejection. Also 

in Rome Daisy does not seem to recognize the mistreatment she 

receives at Mrs. Walker's party. In fact, she appears to have 

a pleasant evening while Mrs. Walker boils with indignation. At 

this point Winterbourne observes that "she had a sweetness and 

softness that reverted instinctively to the pardon of offences. 11 35 

Her strength throughout the novel is such that she can forgive 

injustice and continue to do what she believes is proper even 

in the face of ostracism. 

Daisy's strength at times appears to be related to an 

extraordinary capacity for suffering. Her own actions con

sistently place her in a position that invites suffering. Al

though she knows the European-Americans disapprove of her, she 

continues to attempt association with them. This fact is most 

apparent in her relationship with Winterbourne. Daisy accuses 

Winterbourne of "preaching" at her and of saying "very dis

agreeable things to me,1136 yet she continues to see him and to 

flirt with him. Since he does not understand her flirting, he 

has a negative reaction to her attempts at friendliness and is 

rude to her and critical of her. Her penchant for self-torture 

34 James, p. 145. 
35Ibid., p. 176. 

36Ibid. 
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i s also visible in her last reckless action, her visit to the 

Colosseum . Ignoring all warnings about malaria, she insists on 

seeing the Colosseum by moonlight: "I was bound to see the 

Colosseum by moonlight; I shouldn't have wanted to go home with

out that." 37 After Winterbourne and Giovanelli convince Daisy 

to go back to the hotel, she still has one last chance to escape 

malaria by taking Eugenio's pills. However, James implies that, 

to spite Winterbourne, Daisy does not take the pills. When he 

reje cts her she is deeply hurt; and to his reminder, "Don't 

forget Eugenio's pills! 11 38 she replies: "I don't care ••• 

whether I have Roman fever or not!"38 Daisy's answer and her 

tone , which James describes as "a little strange tone,"39 indicate 

that, childishly, she wants to punish Winterbourne by becoming 

ill. However, the one Daisy punishes most is herself, for she 

is ill more than a week before she dies; as Winterbourne re

ports, "it had been a terrible case of fever. 11 4° 

Despite the obvious ambiguities of Daisy's character, 

there can be no doubt about what Henry James believed to be her 

most exceptional quality. In a letter to Mrs. Lyn Linton, well

known English novelist and journalist, James revealed that "Poor 

lit tle Daisy Miller was, as I understand her, above all things 

37 Ibid., p. 187. 

38 
Ibid., p. 188. 

39Ibid. 

40 
Ibid., p. 165. 
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innoc ent. 1141 She had no desire to create a scandal, James con

tinued, and she never understood the scandal she caused : 0 she 

was to o ignorant, too irreflective, too little versed in the 

propor tions of things. •• 42 Furthermore, "she was a flirt, a 

perfect ly superficial one, and she was very fond, as she an

nounced at the onset, of 'gentlemen's society,'"43 the author 

announc ed. Daisy truly believed Giovane l li was a gentleman, and 

s he fo und his company extremely plea sant. She was wounded an d 

confuse d when she discovered that others, especially Winterbourne, 

di d not share her enthusiasm for the little Italian. James main

t ained that Daisy was never defiant but that she wished only to 

be le f t a l one. While she did care for Winterbourne, she never 

believed he was interested in her, .~ince she was conscious only 

of his dissenting attitude. D~isy wanted Winterbourne to think 

well of her, but she was too innocent even to try to anger him 

by fli rting with Giovanelli. 111rhe whole idea of the story i s 

the li ttle tragedy of a light , thin, natural, unsuspecting 

crea ture being sacrificed as it were to a social rumpus that 

went on qu i te over her head ~nd to whi ch she stood in no 

measura ble relation," James concluded.44 

41B. R. McElderry, Jr. , " The 'Shy Incongruous Charm' of 
Daisy Mi ller , " Ni ne t eenth Century Fiction 10 (September, 1955) , 
164. 

42
Ibid. 

43rbi d. 

44Ib i d. , p. 16 5. 
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Daisy's relationship to her family obviously has a direct 

effect on her character. Apparently she does not have a typical 

ch i l d-parent relation with either her father or her mother. Like 

many other Jamesian fathers, Mr. Miller is separated from his 

f a mi ly so that he has no direct bearing on their actions. His 

main f unction in the novel seems to be making money back in 

Schenectady, New York. Daisy's mother, while in closer physical 

proximi ty to Dai sy than her father is, has no more effect on her 

behavi or than does her father. The reader discovers early in 

the novel that Daisy is in total charge of the little traveling 

group. Actually Mrs. Miller appears to be much more immature 

than Dai sy does. She allows Daisy to make decisions for her, 

and she exerc i ses no authority whatsoever over her two children. 

Curi ously, she also frequently wears Daisy's clothing and allows 

Daisy to scold her for her conduct, indicating a complete re

versal of roles: Daisy has become the parent, and her mother 

has become the child. While Daisy's relationship to her parents 

is a bnormal, her relationship to her young brother, Randolph, i s 

complet ely normal i n regard to sibling quarreling and r i valry. 

Daisy attempts to i nstruct Randolph in the ways of pr oper con

du c t , and he reacts in a typi cal brotherly fashion: he ignores 

her . The two are extremely critical of one ano t her ; however, 

there appears t o be no real animos i ty between t hem. Clearly, 

Da i sy' s f ami ly s i tuation is partial ly r esponsible for her plight 

in Cont i nen t al s ociety. Through Daisy , James displays the effects 

of compl e te fr ee dom from parental domi nance. 
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A relevant interpretation of Daisy's character comes from 

Tristram P. Coffin, well-known scholar and writer of Southwestern 

folklore, who vj_ews Daisy Miller as "really little more than a 

western hero with parasol and bank account:.:1145 While Coffin 

does not believe James constructed Daisy with the West in mind, 

he does believe that the characteristics that distinguish Daisy 

from her European counterparts are the same personality traits 

long ascribed to the Western hero.46 Like the Western hero 

Daisy is independent and simple; and because of these qualities, 

she cannot go along with the sham and hypocrisy of her European 

peers. Coffin continues: "like the typical western hero, Daisy 

was willing to rely on her own judgment and so befriend Giovanelli 

in defiance of society; trust her own moral fibre and so travel 

to Chillon with the puzzled Winterbourne; to rest secure in her 

self-esteem and so treat her servants with familarity."47 Also 

like the Western hero, Daisy faces enemies; but her reaction te 

her antagonists is typically un-Western. Since James wrote 

realistically, he resolved the conflict between Daisy's simplicity 

and her enemies' ignorance in tragedy, "whereas the Western hero 

is usually able to ~convert' society to his simplier more ef-

48 fective, and more moral ways." Nevertheless, Daisy's inde-

pendent thought and action, her personal morality, her praise-

45 · " · M 11 W t H " Tristram P. Coffin, Daisy i er, es ern ero, 
Western Folklore 17 (1958), 273. 

46Ib i d. 

47Ibi.d. 

48rbid,. 
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worthy innocence, and her distrust of subtlety and "appearance" 

are standard equipment for the Western hero and are carefully 

drawn to create her American nature.49 Coffin also credits James 

with being the first American writer to isolate these peculiarly 

American traits. Furthermore, James sensed that the West, rather 

than the East, more nearly represented the American spirit some 

fourte en years before scholars began to recognize this fact.50 

Aside from the basic construction of Daisy's character, 

Jame s wove several inter-related themes into the novel which 

indirec tly support his characterization. These themes in

tensi fy Daisy's personality and dramatize her tragic fate. They 

also appear i n many of James•s other works and represent his 

personal philosophies and views of life. Adding richness and 

complexity to his writing, James•s recurring motifs cover a 

wide range of ideas. 

One motif which James frequently used is that of the 

central observer who must see, interpret, and report the es

sence of the novel to the reader. In Daisy Miller Frederick 

Winterbourne represents the central intelligence, and he is 

"the consciousness upon which the events and characters of the 

novel have the greatest impact," 51 according to James Gargano. 

In an article titled "Daisy Miller : An Abortive Quest for 

Innocence," Gargano asserts that Winterbourne is the subject 

49Ibid. 

50ibid., p. 274. 

51James 
for Innocence," 

w. Gargano, "Daisy Miller: An Abortive Quest 
South Atlantic ~uarterly, 59 (1960), 114. 
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of the novel and not merely the lens through which Daisy's 

career is seen. 1152 Viewed in this manner the central theme of 

the novel then becomes the inability of the observer to observe 

correctly. Since he cannot see Daisy clearly, he distorts and 

misinterprets what he sees. He is also "too much in awe of 

public opinion and hesitates to act for himself. "53 For 

most of the novel he is indefinite and unsure; he cannot decide 

what the truth is about Daisy. When he finds her in the Colosseum 

wi th Giovanelli and finally does make a decision, his observation 

i s completely wrong. Since he is not capable of discerning 

truth, the truth must come from an outside force. Winterbourne 

must hear the truth from Giovanelli, the little Italian fortune 

hunter; " 'She was the most beautiful young lady I ever saw, 

and the most amiable.' To which he added in a moment: 

naturally -- the most innocent!' u54 

'Also --

Also linked to the central observer motif is the theme of 

the quest. As central observer Winterbourne also has a more 

specific function in the novel: he must search for innocence. 

He fails in his search because his society has alienated itself 

55 from that virtue. Through Daisy, James presents Winterbourne 

with the object of his search; but because of his own cold

heartedness which has been fostered by ''the sin-obsessed society 

of Geneva,"56 he cannot respond to Daisy's need for affection. 

'.J 2 Ibid., pp. 114-115. 

; 3?.andall, p. 569. 
L·4 ,, James, p . 190. 

c,5 
~ Gargano, p. 117. 
l-,6 
_/ Ibid., p. 119. 
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Not until Daisy't funeral does he realize that he has seen true 

i nnocence "and has conspired with Mrs. Costello and Mrs. Walker 

t o kill it." 57 Months later Winterbourne broods about his error 

and finally attributes his mistake to "foreign" influences. He 

then retreats to Geneva. Critic Gargano concludes that Winter

bourne's "quest for innocence has thus merely brought him ex* 

perience of his own lugubrious inadequacy to transcend -- even 

with the advantage of knowledge -- the sham and cruel properties 

of the dark old city.1158 

James also presents a second quest in the novel: Daisy 

as representative of innocence searches for experience. Since 

she is a rich young American from the new society, she comes to 

Europe to see what the old society has to offer. What Daisy 

fin ds -- the death of innocence at the hands of experience -

also forms another of James's repetitive themes which, i n turn, 

is related to still another Jamesian motif -- the old versus the 

new. James equates "old" with experience, evil, and death and 

11 new" with innocence, goodness, and life. 

Through Daisy, James also dealt with the theme of 

Americans i n Europe. James described his use of this theme 

as "the bewi lderment of the good American of either sex, and 

o f almost any a ge, in the presence of the I European order . :rn59 

While other writers o f his day wrote about pr ovencial American 

life, James took an American out o f hi s native environment, 

) 7 
Ibid. 

c,R 
.·. Ibj_d .. , p. 120. 

t:,q . 
? .,Leon Edel, "Henry James: The Americana-European 

Legend ," Universit_y of Toronto _suarterly , 12 (1979), 75. 
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placed him on the highly ordered European social scene, and then 

recorded the resulting conflicts. Edel states that James ''had 

brought awareness together with unawareness" and that "the risk 

was constant stalemate. 1161 Such a stalemate occurs for a time 

i n Daisy Miller: the American Daisy refuses to submit ; and the 

European society, including Winterbourne, refuses to relent. For 

Jame s "the Americans were the children of the present and perhaps 

of the fu ture," and "Europe was distinctly of the past. 11 62 He 

felt that these facts gave Americans a definite advantage; and 

he wrote, "We have exquisite qualities as a race, and it seems to 

me that we are ahead of the European races in that fact • we 

can deal freely with forms of civilization not our own, can pick 

and choose and assimilate and in short claim our property 

wherever we find it. 11 63 Daisy Miller makes an attempt to 

transcend the existing social barriers ; alter all she comes 

to the Europeans. However, since her own social awareness is 

infinit e l y small and s i nce the European order is based on hy

pocrisy, she fails in her attempt and becomes a victim of the 

established order. 

As a victim, Daisy is also connected to yet another 

Jamesian mot i f that of the victim and the sacrifi ce. While 

she is a victim of Continental society, she is also a vict i m of 

her own ignorance, an ignorance resulting partially from her 

innocence. Ancient civilizations which pract iced sacrifice often 

required tha t the sacrificial victim be inno cent and young. The 

61 Ibid. 

62 Ibid., p. 327. 

63Ibid. 
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early Hebrews demanded that the young animal chosen for sacrifice 

be physically perfect, the best of the flock. Among those cultures 

which sacrificed humans, a beautiful young girl was often chosen. 

Also sometimes the victim was the first-born child in a family. 

Viewing Daisy in this light, one can easily see that she meets 

a ll of these qualifications. James flagrantly emphasizes her 

youth and beauty and carefully informs the reader of her innocence. 

Daisy i s also the oldest child in the Miller family; and further

more, James uses the term "the best 11 64 and various forms of the 

word "perfect 11 65 to refer to Daisy. For more emphasis James 

places the scene of the sacrifice in an especially fitting place 

--the ancient Roman Colosseum where early Christians were fed to 

the lions to entertain pagan Rome. 

Furthermore, Alice Morgan asserts that renunciation in 

various forms is "central to much of Henry James's fiction:"
66 

i n Daisy Miller the renunciation takes the form of both a vol

untary and an involuntary escape from marriage. While Edmund 

Wilson states that "the men are always deciding not to marry the 

women in Henry James,"67 neither Daisy nor Winterbourne makes an 

overt decision to avoid marriage. Yet the effect is the same. 

Al though both feel a certain attraction, their relationship de

teriorates instead of progresses in a normal manner. Clearly 

64 James, p. 130. 

6 5Ibid., p. 144. 

66Altc e Morgan, "Henry James: Money and Morality," Texas 
Studies in Literature~ Language , 12 (1970), 75. 

67 Ib i d .. 
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Daisy has little active part in the failure of the relationship. 

Mostly she is mystified by Winterbourne•s rejection of her. Her 

escape from marriage then is an involuntary one caused by her ig

norance, by European society's corruption, and eventually, by her 

death. In contrast, Winterbourne's avoidance of marriage is de

l i berate and instinctive. He is unable, because of his own inner 

weakness, to give Daisy either his affection or his approval. 

Hi s reject i on of her then frees him from the complications and 

r esponsibi lities of a sexual union, "the natural consummation of 

pas sion. 1168 Since James viewed passion as destructive, his 

characters also seek to renounce this evil. For him passion 

and art were irreconcilable;69 therefore, one must cultivate 

aesthetics, or art, r~ther than passion.70 

While linked to the renunciation of passion in James's 

mature works, the motif of money or wealth exists quietly in the 

background of Daisy Miller. All the principal characters of the 

novel, except Giovanelli, have wealth. The Miller family is 

newly-rich, and James suggests that their wealth comes from the 

father's industrial success. In addition, Mr. Miller must stay 

in Ameri ca and work so that his family can enjoy the leisure li f e 

in Europe. However, Mrs. Walker, Mrs. Costello, and even Frederick 

Wi nterbourne, are independently wealthy. James makes no referenc e 

to the sources of their wealth. For example, Winterbourne has no 

profession and no obvious means of support; yet he is able to 

68 Ibid. 

69Edel, Conquest of London, p. 178. 

70Ib i d., p. 121. 
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spend months at Geneva, Vevay, and Rome. Through these financial 

situations, James creates an atmosphere of ease and affluence. In 

the later novels, "James uses his character's financial dealings 

as moral correlatives and in addition, uses money or valuable 

objects as symbols of the failure of passion, 11 71 critic Morgan 

declares. If this theory can be applied to Daisy Miller, then 

t he wealth of James•s characters denotes a resistance to passion. 

More specifically, Daisy's and Winterbourne•s wealth is symbolic 

of the failure of their emotional relationship. 

To further support Daisy's character, James provides 

certain symbols which relate to her personality and to other 

characters, places, and events in the novel. This use of 

symbolism emphasizes the qualities of the characters, enriches, 

the novel, and in general underscores James's art. At this 

point, any reader of Henry James can see clearly that nothing 

in his works is incidental or unplanned; but rather everything is 

highly ordered and intricately designed, even down to the most 

minute bi t of symbolism. 

In Daisy Miller the names of the two major characters 

are symbolic .. When looking at the definitions of both "daisy" 

and "miller" i n the Oxford English Dictionary, one harbors the 

thought that James himself must have read these definitions be

fore choosing his protagonist's name. The O. E. D. states that 

the term "daisy" refers to the ''day's eyes, the eye of the day, 

an allusion to the appearance of the flower, and to its closing 

71 Morgan, p. 92. 
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the ray, so as to conceal the yellow disk , in the evening, and 

opening again in the morning; it grows abundantly on grassy hills, 

in meadows; by roadsides, blossoms nearly all year round in the 

British Isles and Europe; many varieties are cultivated in 

gardens. 1172 The definition offers the most obvious character

ization of Daisy: she is like the common flower which thrives 

without cultivation and which also conceals its center by closing 

its petals in the evening. As seen previously, Daisy is completely 

natural and uncultivated. Her lack of polish also conceals her 

innocen ce. When Daisy dies and the petals are closed permantly, 

no one, save Giovanelli and Winterbourne, knows the truth about 

Daisy. 

Furthermore, definitions four and five in the o. E. D. 

list "daisy" as an obsolete term of admiration and as an American 

slang term meaning "a first-rate thing or person."73 The fourth 

definition depicts James's attitude toward Daisy: she is a 

person to be admired. As Winterbourne explains to his aunt after 

Daisy's death, "She would have appreciated one's esteem .. 11 74 How

ever , the fifth definition is most explicit about Daisy's true 

character and also coincides with James's idea that Daisy, and 

Ameri cans in general, are "the best."75 Since the term derives 

from American slang, its meaning reinforces the fact that Daisy 

72The Compact Edition of the Oxford English Dictionarx, 
1971 ed., s. v. "daisy. " 

73 Ibid. 

74James, p. 191. 

75Ibid., p. 130 .. 
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is not all proper or formal. 

Several definitions of the word "miller" are also 

appropriate for the novel. The first definition is the most 

apparent one: a miller is one whose trade is the grinding of 

76 corn. Since Daisy's father is a working man who has 'done well, 

"Miller" is a fitting last name for the family. It also implies 

a class distinction and stands in contrast to the upper class 

Continental society, which does not appear to work. An interest

ing side-light to the principal definition of "miller" is the 

fact that in certain proverbs millers are associated with dis

honesty because of their use of the thumb in taking toll.77 This 

fact makes Daisy's name ironic since she is unusually honest. 

Theo. E. D. also records "miller" as a term "applied to 

certain white or white-powdered insects. 11 78 Daisy often wears 

white; and her actions also seem related to this group of in

sects which, while. they can fly, do so with great difficulty 

and with much fluttering and which often become trapped behind 

glass windows. Thus entrapped, millers beat their wings against 

the windows in an attempt to get out. Such an attempt, more often 

than not, results in the death of the millers. Plainly these 

facts about the millers closely parallel Daisy's own actions. 

She wants to try her social wings in European society, and she 

meets with great difficulty. Both Daisy and her mother are also 

76 Oxford English Dictionary, s. v. "miller." 

77 
Ibid. 

78
Ibid. 
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described in several instances as fluttering about. Daisy also 

becomes trapped by society's rules and, in an attempt to escape, 

causes her own death. 

Moreover, there are two other definitions for "miller" 

which relate symbolically to Daisy's character. In slang the 

word is used to denote "pugilist," and in the eighteenth century 

but now obsolete, the word designated "a murderer."79 Certainly 

Daisy's tenacity and spirit make her a fighter, and she is a 

murdere r in the sense that she decides she will visit the 

Colosseum by moonlight and thereby suffers the consequences of 

her reckless action. 

While James rarely used nicknames, "Daisy" is a nick

name for "Annie P. Miller." According to Robert L. Gale, James•s 

use of a shortened name indicates a diminished person, immaturity, 

or the diminutive, either literally or in experience.
80 

Daisy 

is physically small, but she is also small in social awareness 

and in experience. She likewise appears small or menial to the 

upper class Europeans who observe her. Her life itself is also 

shortened by an untimely death. 

Another symbolic name which bears directly on the event s 

of the novel is "Winterbourne." James often created names to fit 

81 his characters•s personalities; and in this case, he put together 

79 Ibid. 

80Robert 1. Gale, 11 Names in James," Names, 14 (1966), 85. 

81Joyce Tayloe Horrell, "A Shade of Special Sense: Henry 
James and the Art of Naming," American Literature, 42 (1970), 216. 
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t wo words -- "winter11 and "bourne" -- to describe the central 

obser ver. Symbolically, winter is a time of age, death, col d, 

sterili ty, inactivity, and gloom. Furthermore, "bourne" is an 

archaic word meaning limit or boundary.82 Hence, Winterbourne 

presents a cold, icy exterior to Daisy, and she accuses him of 

being s tiff and unpleasant. Indeed, he cannot dance or appreciate 

her light-hearted banter. Since he is a part of the decadent 

European s ociety, he is associated with age and a lack of 

productivity; he must also share the blame for Daisy's death. 

In short, Winterbourne is limited, or bound, by those "foreign 

influences" so t hat he cannot see clearly. 

James also employs two symbols of destruction to relate 

Daisy ' s fate. Actually she dies of Roman fever, or malaria; 

however , "malaria" is formed from two Italian words, "mal" 

meaning bad and "aria'' meaning air, hence Daisy really dies of 

the " bad air" of Roman society. The second destructive symbol 

is t he Colosseum itself. An ancient and crumbling ruin, it is 

a remi nder of the atrocities of past Roman societies. James 

devel ops a parallel between past and present when Daisy i s 

thrown to the lions of European society, and European society 

is aligned with heathen Rome. Here James i mplies tha t Co ntinental 

society will su f fe r the same self-destructive fa t e a s ancient 

Rome. 

In order to be certain his reader will see Daisy 's true 

innoc en c e , Jame s includes certain symbol s which indicate innoc ence. 

When Winterbourne sees Daisy for the first time, she wears a white 

82oxford Eng l ish Dict i onar y , s. v . "bourne. 11 
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dress; white has long been symbolic of purity and innocence. 

The site of Daisy's and Winterbourne•s first meeting also has 

' symbolic value. Vevey is identified with freedom (which is 

aligned with innocence in James) by its closeness to the Castle 

of Chillon, "unmistakably associated with Bonivard, a famous 

foe of tyranny." 83 Furthermore, symbolic value resides in 

James's use of the Pincian Gardens as a meeting place for 

Daisy and Giovanelli. The garden is an easily recognizable 

literary symbol for innocence. 

Like most writers, James incorporated personal material 

into the novel; and Daisy and her creator share several similar 

traits. First of all, both have diminutive names. "Daisy" is, 

of course, a shortened form of "Annie P. Miller;" James's com

plete name was Henry James, Junior. Even as a middle-aged man 

he was "Henry Junior;" and as Edel remarks, James "found himself 

reminded forcibly that he was a perpetual •mere junior.• 1184 

Daisy's relationship to her family is a direct result of James's 

own family situation. Since James wanted to escape right family 

reins, he lets Daisy have complete freedom from family influence. 

Sister M. Corona Sharp suggests that James frequently confers 

"an ideal fatherless and brotherless state" on his protagonists.
85 

Finally, a third parallel exists between the Miller and James 

83Gargano, p. 115. 

84Edel, Conquest of London, p. 392. 

85 Sister M. Corona Sharp, "Fatherhood in Henry James," 
Universitl of Toronto Quarterly 35 (1966), 277. 
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famili es. Edel describes the atmosphere among the James children 

as one of constant bickering and fighting; this fact parallels 

the quarreling between Randolph and Daisy Miller. 

While Daisy Miller grew from the author's sense of socia l 

situations, 86 it also "reflected Henry's deepest personal feelings 

of this time. 1187 Edel writes that James "felt doomed from the 

cradle to abasements and inferiorities"88 and saw himself being 

sacrific ed to his family and to the established literary world . 

Rejected , criticized, and misunderstood, James turned an emotional 

backlash i nto a work of art. Through Daisy Miller James worked 

out the emotional problems of this period in his life and began 

the development of his most significant protagonist. 89 

86wegelin, p. 63. 
87Edel, Conquest of London, p. 392. 
88Ibid. 
89

rbid., pp. 392-393. 



CHAPTER II 

A CHARACTERIZATION OF CATHERINE SLOPER 

Henry James•s characterization of Catherine Sloper in 

Washington Square provides an exceptional portrait of the Jamesian 

heroine in the early stages of development. Bearing traces of 

Daisy Miller, Catherine emerges as a dramatic and highly developed 

one-sided personality. Her greatest quality is a patience which 

amounts to tenacity. James•s picture of a simple soul and her one 

experience with love plainly foreshadows later heroines. 

In 1880, two years after the success of Daisy Miller, 

James completed Washington Square, a short novel dealing with 

purely American characters in an American setting. Called a 

"minor masterpiece" 1 by critics, the novel was published si

multaneously by Cornhill's in England and by Harper's~ 

Monthl~ Magazine in America. In England Washington Sguare 

"began with a sale double its predecessor," Confidence, and it 

2 has remained one of James's most popular novels. However, the 

author himself believed the work to be "too simple and unvarnished 

a narrative."3 Most critics disagree with James's deprecation of 

11eon Edel, Henry James: The Conquest of London (New 
York: J. B. Lippincott Company, 1962), p. 385. 

2 Ibid., p. 382. 

3Ibid. 

36 
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the nove l though; and Joseph Warren Beach writes, "I cannot be

lieve that the lovers of James will allow this story to sink into 

the oblivion to which the author consigned it."4 While it is not 

a good example of the James method, 11 it is a charming memento of 

a phase through which he passed on the way to his more distinctive 

performances,"5 Beach concludes. Furthermore, Edel describes 

Washing ton Square as "a perfect piece of psychological realism, 11 6 

and in it can be traced early statements of all the major Jame$ian 

character types and themes. 

As Daisy Miller, Washington Square was based on a true 

incident related to James by a friend. Mrs. Fanny Kemble re

vealed to him a simple item from her family history: her brother 

had jil ted an heiress when he found that the girl's father planned 

to disinherit her if the two married. 7 From this insignificant 

anecedote resulted a character of heroic dimensions; for Catherine 

Sloper, the heroine, is definitely the author's center of interest. 

Although Catherine possesses the same majQr traits as other 

Jamesian heroines, her characterization appears to be unique 

because of the s tress James placed on certain qualities. But 

the basic theme of the novel, as with all of James's work, is 

4Joseph warren Beach, The Method of Henry James (New 
Haven: , Yale University Press, 1918), p. 232. 

5Ibid .. 

GEtlel, Conquest of London , p. 398 . 

7
Ibid. 
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the "refusul of a simple soul to bow before the domineering 

spirit of another."8 

Like Daisy, Catherine is also part of a literary tradition. 

While Motley F. Deakin views Washington Square as an adaptation 

of a foreign literary work, 9 Edel merely places it within the 

European tradition and cites Eugenie Grandet and Cherie as pos

sible forerunners to Catherine. 10 In Eugenie Grandet, Honore de 

Balzac relates "the embodiment of greed and domestic tyranny" in 

Felix Grandet, who destroys his daughter's romance and condemns 

her to "a futile, joyless existence. 11 11 The later work, by 

Goncourt, centers around a young girl who, like Catherine, ''lives 

in a fine house and suffers from a wounded sensibility. 1112 

Unlike Daisy Miller, Catherine Sloper is not presented 

entirely from the outside. Instead, the reader sees Catherine's 

view of herself as well as the views of each of the other char

acters. While James wanted the reader of Daisy Miller to make 

up his own mind about Daisy's character, James forces the reader 

of Washington Square to sympathize with Catherine and to see her 

as the artist drew her, a plain, dull girl who is a helpless 

victim of convention and of her father's tyranny. To create this 

8rbid., p. 400. 

9Motley F. Deakin, "Daisy Miller, Tradition, and the 
European Heroine," Comparative Literature Studies, 6 (1969), 47. 

lOEdel, Conquest of London, p. 398. 

11 william Rose Benet, editor, The Reader's Encyclopedia, 
2nd. \New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1965), I, 325. 

12 8 Edel, Conquest of London, p. 39 • 
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effect, James emphasized the irony of her situation rather than 

the ambiguity of her character, the method he chose to develop 

Daisy. However, since nothing in James is simple, one must look 

beneath Catherine's surface in order to get a complete picture of 

of her characterization. Looking beyond the obvious, one finds 

James•s portrait of Catherine Sloper to be anything but plain 

and dull. In short, she becomes perhaps the strangest and most 

unusual James creation. 

James•s first picture of Catherine is presented through 

her fat her's eyes. Early in the novel the reader finds that even 

at bir t h "the little girl ~atherin~ was a disappointment111 3 to 

her f ather, Austin Sloper. Aside from being a disappointment , 

Catherine is also indirectly the cause of her mother's death, 

which occurs a week after Catherine's birth and is the source of 

s ome resentment for the father. Grateful that Catherine has 

always been "a very robust and healthy child, 111 4 Dr. Sloper sets 

out to make the best he can of her, "such as she was." 15 As 

f or Catherine's other physical characteristics, "she was not 

ugly ; she had simply a plain, dull gentle countenance ." 16 "That 

she had a 'nice' face"17 is the best compliment anyone has ever 

paid her, and Catherine's only claim to beauty is "her clear, f res h 

13 Henry James, Washington Square!!!.£~ Europeans ( New 
York : Dell Publishing Company, 1959) , p. 16 . 

14 
Ibid. 

l5Ibid., p. 1 5. 
16 Ibid., p. 20. 

17
Ibid . 
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compl exion, in which white and red were very equally distributed .,, 18 

Her eyes are small and quiet; her features are thick, and her hair 

is brown and smooth: in striking contrast to Daisy Miller, she 

is "a quie t, lady-like girl." 19 However, similar to Daisy, 

Catherine has "a lively taste for dress;"20 but she does not 

have Dai sy's sense for fashion, and she appears over-dressed 

and vulgar. James credits her taste for luxury to "the desire of 

a rather inarticulate nature to manifest itself; she sought to be 

eloquent i n her garments, and to make up for her diffidence of 

2 1 
speech by a fine frankness of costume." Exemplifying her 

taste for fashion, her most treasured garment is a red satin 

evening gown trimmed in gold fringe. 

Whereas Daisy is an extremely egotistical person, 

Catherine appears to have almost no egoism in the beginning of 

the novel . She seems to exist in her father's shadow; she is 

very do cil e and obedient and good. Moreover, she is extremely 

modest and does not wish to excel. Not at all a social person, 

Catherine is found 11 lurking in the background1122 on social 

occasions. Her one passion is to please her father, and "her 

conception of happiness was to know that she had succeeded in 

18
Ibid., p. 23. 

19 · 
Ibid. 

20 Ibid. 
21 

Ibid., p. 24. 
22 

Ibid., p. 21. 
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pleasing him. 1123 James attributes her lack of social behavior 

and her irresponsi veness to her shyness: "she was shy, uncon fort- v 

ably, painfully shy. 1124 Her father, however, misinterprets her 

quietness as insensibility when in fact, as James relates, "she 

was the softest creature in the world. 11 25 Heach echoes James's 

descript ion: "Catherine is anything but lacking in character 

and sensibility."26 

Catherine's lack of a sense of self arises from her near

total isolation from the world, even the small world of washington ' 

Square. Her father has been kind but unloving, and Catherine has 

grown up realizing she cannot please him beyond a certain point. 

Dr. Sloper sees nothing in his daughter to be proud of, and he at 

times is grateful his wife did not live to see how commonplace 

Catherine is. Because of this attitude he spends little time 

with her; and she has grown up under the guidance of her foolish, 

sentimental aunt, Lavania ¥enniman, who has a flair for the 

romantic and who resembles Daisy's mother. Aside from visits to 

her cousins, the Almonds, Catherine never ventures outside her 

father's house in Washington Square. Furthermore, since she is 

"decidedly not clever," 27 not ambitious, and definitely not 

studious, her outlook is indeed very narrow. As Beach explains, 

23 Ibid., 

24 
Ibid., p. 23. 

25rbid-

26 
Beach, p. 228. 

2 7James, Washington Sguare, P• 21. 
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Catherine has "no active mental reaction to her situation."28 

Because of these facts, Catherine lives in a solitary limbo 

until she meets Morris Townsend, the mercenary young man whose 

oest quality is his good looks. 

Catherine's encounter with the "beautiful 11 Morris 

Townsend, however, does not change her basic character; but 

it awaken s her inner self and allows her to develop her potential. 

In short, her love for Morris places her in a position to chal

lenge her father; and she grows as she challenges him. The 

fir st evidence of a "different" Catherine arises just after she 

meets Morri.s at her cousin's party: although she has always 

been "much addicted to speaking the truth, 1129 she lies twice 

be fore she leaves the party, once to Morris and once to her 

f ather. At this point in the novel, James notes that "something 

importan t" has begun for Catherine. Later in the carriage she 

lies again when she tells her father that she does not know 

Morris's name. In all three instances her lies are unnecessary, 

awkward attempts at covering up her new-found emotions. How

ever, after her fa t her learns of her feelings for Morris, 

Catherine no longer l i es to him. Instead, she expresses her 

, her true nature; she is very honest, plain-spoken, and at times , 

blunt. And Catherine remains painfully honest to t he end o f t he 

novel, even though her father no longer believes hero 

28Beach, p. 228. 

29James, Washington Square, p. 20. 
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Catherine's immense moral strength is related to her 

honesty and is her most exceptional quality. According to 

criti c Beach, her strength is of the passive order and combines 

a strength of resistance and a capacity for suffering in si

lence.30 As James states early in his tale, Catherine enjoys 

su ffe r1ng. She both loves and fears her father, and "the little 

tremor of rear that mixed itself with her filial passion gave 

2i 1 
the thing an extra relish rather than blunted its edge."-" 

Furthermore, after her father has told her she cannot marry 

Morris, he himself is puzzled by her reaction: "her attitude 

at thi s sentimental crisis seemed to him unnaturally passive. 11 32 

At this point Jtlmes reveals that Catherine is not being "sulky," 

but is merely being "very patient." However, "Catherine mean

while had made a discovery ••• it had become vivid to her that 

there was a great excitement in trying to be a good daughter,"33 

James explains. While she is enjoying fully the excitement , 

pain, and suspense of her situation, "the idea of a struggle 

with her father, of setting up her will against his own, was heavy 

on her soul, and i t kept her quiet, as a great physical weight 

keeps us motionless."34 Her bravery and strength then are 

natural and spontaneous. From the beginning Catherine is certain 

30 Beach, p. 228. 

31 James, Washington Sguare , p. 21. 

32 . Ibid., p. 91. 

33 92 . Ib id ., Po 

_3L~Ibid., p. 93. 
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her problem will have a peaceful settlement, but the idea is 

vague, and she is not certain from which direction the settle

ment will come. For as James tells the reader, "She only had an 

idea that if she should be very good, the situation would in some 

mysterious manner improve."35 Moreover, Catherine equates being 

good with being "outwardly submissive." In fact, she even sees 

something "superior" in her father's injustice and something 

"absolute" in his mistakes. Her only recourse then is to be 

good, ''and if she were only good enough, Heaven would invent 

some way of reconciling all things -- the dignity of her father's 

errors and the sweetness of her own confidence, the strict per

formance of her filial duties, and the enjoyments of Morris 

Townsend's affection. 11 36 But Catherine is never to have her 

wish. No amount of patience, endurance, or suffering can sway 

her father. Now Catherine is equal to the situation and is 

prepare d to marry Morris against her father's wishes. Morris, 

however, delays, refuses to go through with the wedding, and 

eventually flees New York. Momentarily Catherine is crushed, 

but again her unusual strength supports her. She picks up her 

her life and becomes, according to James, "an admirable old 

maid." In describing her situation the author reveals , "From 

her own point of view the great facts of her career were that 

Morris Townsend had trifled with her affection, and that her 

35rbid. 

36 
Ibid., p. 95. 
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father had broken its spring."37 However, Catherine has her 

modest, though negative and painful triumph: she never yields to 

her father; and at the end of the novel, it is she who spurns her 

lover because she can neither forget nor forgive.38 

To have a complete portrait of Catherine, one must also 

examine carefully the character of Austin Sloper and his relation

ship t o his daughter. The Doctor has many positive qualities; he 

is talented, clever, poised, well-educated, highly intellectual, 

and very successful; but there is something dark, evil, and in

human about his treatment of Catherine and his reaction to her 

suitor. Like many other Jamesian characters, Dr. Sloper is ex

cessively egotistical. Clearly he is not influenced by any other 

character in the novel, and he has always had his own way. Also 

his opinion of the female sex is uncommonly low, and he apparently 

has no real love for either his daughter or for his sisters. In 

regard to his sisters, it is curious to note that the Doctor pre

fers hi s rich and successful sister, Mrs. Almond, to the poor 

Mrs. Penniman .. But this preference does not mean that he values 

Mrs. Almond's opinions. Instead, Dr. Sloper uses his sister to 

get informat i on about Townsend. In short, Dr. Sloper uses eve r y

one: he forces Mrs. Montgomery, Townsend's sister, to make 

d t b t h brother l. n order to "prove" hi' s erogatory statemen s a ou er 

opinions about Townsend; and he uses Mrs. Penniman, the poor, 

37Ibid ., p .. 190. 

38Edel, Conquest of London, p. 399. 
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foolish sister he detests, to care for his daughter. The Doctor 

is also devious and calculating. He plans to offer Catherine 

a trip to Europe to compensate for her loss of a lover, "but he 

was determined to do this only in case she should seem mutely to 

reproac h him."39 

Furthermore, Dr. Sloper's hatred of Townsend seems ex

cessive and to some degree groundless. Admittedly Townsend wants 

Cather i ne's money and a life of ease; these desires alone would 

not make him a poor husband since money and social position have 

for centuries been acceptable reasons for marriage. As William 

Kenney states "support can be found for the view that, had Doctor 

Sloper's opposition to the match not been so rigid, and had he 

promised to leave them his money, Catherine and Townsend might 

have lived comfortably together." 40 "At worst," Kenney suggests, 

"she would merely have been exchanging the tyranny of an un

loving father for that of an unloving husband."41 Also James 

implies that Catherine would have made Townsend a good wife and 

would have, in all liklihood, been happy as his wife: "Catherine 

would have made a wi fe of the gentle, old-fashioned pattern -

regardi ng reasons a s favors and windfalls, but no more expecting 

one every day than she would have expected a bouquet of camellias. 11 42 

39James, Washington Square, p. 19. 

40William Kenney, "Doctor Sloper's Double in Washington 
Square," The University Review, 36 (1970), 304 .. 

41 
Ibid. 

42James, Washington Square, p. 166. 
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Moreover, Mrs. Almond reminds her brother that Townsend is like

a ble, intelligent, and attractive and that in many ways he woul d 

make a good son-in-law. Dr. Sloper admits that Townsend has 

"decided ability" and a pleasing appearance. Furthermore, he 

regards Townsend as excellent company and an especially charming 

dinner companion. As the Doctor explains, "I don't dislike him 

in the l east as a friend ••• I dislike him exclusively as a son

in-law."43 

In an article titled "Doctor Sloper's Double in Washing-

t o n Square," Kenney suggests that the two men are so much alike 

that t hey can be considered doubles. 44 They have many of the 

same qualities: both are handsome, witty, and charming men with 

ego t istical natures; They two also appreciate money and its uses : v 

fin e houses, good food, and expensive wines. Moreover, both men 

s hare at least a superficial appreciation for reason, intellect , 

and European culture. Both men are also extremely similar i n 

t heir t reatment of other people: they show contempt for Mrs. 

Penniman and "use Catherine as a pawn in a game they play."45 

In spi te of their similarities, one area of signifi can t 

difference exi sts between the two men. Whereas Townsend is a 

fort une-hunter, Dr. Sloper married for love. However , James •s 

ironic t reatment of Sloper insinuates that the Doctor i s not 

s o honest as he claims to be. Given his low opinion of women 

43 8 I bid., 7. 

44Ke nn ey, p. .301. 

4 c_,, 
· Ib i d., 302. 
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and hi s h~gh regard for money, one wonders if he loved Catherine 

Harrington as much as he professes. Since the Doctor never shows 

the l east incli nation toward remarriage, one can surmise that 

Sloper has what he loves most, himself and a healthy amount of 

money. 

The many similarities of the two men support Kenney•s 

theory t hat "Doctor Sloper•s intense reaction to Townsend may 

come in part from a transference to him of his own hatred of 

himself. 11 46 0ubconsciously identifying with 'l'ownsend, vr. 

Sloper attempts to destroy the man who is so much like himself. 

vlearly there is a ctarK ~na violent side to Sloper's nature. 

it surfaces once during the novel, while ~atherine and her 

father are walking in the Alps. ttere Sloper tells his daughter , 

"l .a m not a very good man, 11 47 and Catherine wonders if her 

fa t her i s not capable of leaving her to die in the rugged Alpine 

valley . At other confrontations with ~atherine and Townsend , 

vr . s l oper's reason prevails; and he truly believes that he has 

handl ed the problem logically. the Doctor's basic fallacy, 

however, is that he does not really know himself. Ther efor e, 

he hates Townsend, who represents the side of his own nature 

that he consciously refuses to recogni ze.48 As Kenney summarizes, 

" Not onl y does Doctor Sloper fail to see that, f a r f rom be i ng 

r easonable, his thinking is based largely on preconcept i ons ; 

46 Ibid., 305. 

47James, Washington Square, p. 141. 

48Kenney, p. 303 . 
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he a l so refuses to acknowledge the power his emotions have 

ov er hi s actions."49 

Another reason for Dr. Sloper's hatred of Townsend can 

be f ound in the strange relationship between Catherine and her 

fathe r . Her love and fear of him together with his resentment 

of her, his near-jealous reaction to her suitor, and his violent 

behavi or in the Alps hint at prima facie incest. Furthermore, 

a reveral of roles for the Doctor and Townsend occurs when 

Catherine and her father go to Europe: "Sloper is on a kind of 

honeymoon with his daughter, who bears the same name as his 

dead wife, while Townsend takes over the Doctor's domain and 

be comes master of his house." 50 According to Kenney, the 

ambit ions of both men are temporarily fulfilled: the Doctor 

has Ca ther i ne away from Townsend, and Townsend lives a l ife of 

ease at 51 Sl oper's expense. 

As wit h Da i sy Miller, Catherine Sloper's character izat ion 

is enr i ched by a variety of Jamesian themes . Like Dai s y, Catheri ne 

is a v i ctim sacrificed to convention. As a daughter in late nine

teen th- century America, she is subject to her father ' s wishes 

even i n choice of a husband. She is also a victim of that age-

old convention that places women in a secondary class , subject 

t o the tyrannies of fathers and husbands. Al so relevant to 

Ca t he r ine's characterization is the theme of vo l unta ry escape 

49
Ib i d., p. 304. 

~j0Ib id. , p .. 30 ). 

51Ibi d . 
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from marriage. Although she is jilted by Morris Townsend, 

Catherine has several chances to marry. She rejects them all 

and chooses to live an isolated life. Catherine also rejects a 

second attempt by Morris to rekindle the previous relationship 

and is content with life, "as it were.," 

In addition, the theme of money is also important to 

the central concerns of the novel. Catherine's inheritance is, 

of course, at the very heart of the plot. Had her father not 

been wealt hy, Townsend would never have shown any interest in 

her; and she would perhaps have lived a much happier life. 

However, since James allows his characters either passion or 

money, but never both, one can apply a financial yardstick to 

each of the characters's emotions. Poor Mrs. Penniman had a 

happy marriage, but she is supported by her brother. In con-

trast, her brother has an abundance of wealth; and as James 

implies, the Doctor married for money, not for love. Curiously, 

Townsend is never able to keep either a wife or money. Although 

he does marry, his wife dies. Moreover, he wastes two small in

heritances and never becomes a success. Possibly in this early 

novel James had not fully developed his theory and its significance. 

Another of James's principle themes, American culture 

versus European culture, also plays a part in the formation of 

Catherine's character. She is an American totally free of 

European influences. Although she is in her early twenties 

at the beginning of the novel, she has never been to Europe 

an d really has no desire to go there. Catherine is not James's 

typical American heroine. While she is naive, innocent, and 
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honest, she is not so free and so spontaneous as Daisy Miller 

or other Jamesian Americans. Both Morris Townsend and Dr. Sloper 

have been to Europe several times. Since James links Europe with 

corruption and hypocrisy, one is not surprised that he indicates 

Morr is is a "trifle dissipated" because of "foreign influences." 

Fur thermore, Morris has wasted his inheritance traveling about 

Eur ope. Later he also marries a European woman, who dies after 

a s hort time. Dr. Sloper too is connected to the evils of 

Eur ope: his violent outburst occurs while he and Catherine are 

touring the Alps, and his penchant for reason and logic appears 

founded in European culture. 

Catherine's European trip, however, has a definite effect 

on her personality. When she comes home she is a strong and 

determined young woman who t _ells her aunt," I am come home to 

be married."52 Her aunt is surprised at Catherine's mann er and 

'' se t it down to foreign travel, which had made her more positive, 

[" 7i more mature." ) _, Mrs. Penniman also thinks Europe has changed 

her physical appearance: "She thought also that Catherine had 

i mprov ed in appearance; she looked rather handsome. 1154 However , 

Mrs. Penniman i s the only one who sees a change in Cather i ne: 

both Morris and her father believe that she is as dull as ever . 

52Jame s , Washington Square, p. 149. 

53Ibid., p . 148. 

54Ibid. 
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To accent the qualities of his characters, James added 

touches of symbolism to the novel. For example, the names of 

the t hree main characters embody elements of their personali t ies . 

Accor di ng to Robert L. Gale, "Catherine" was among James's 

favori te names.55 Theo. E. D. lists "Catherine" as the name 

of several saints, chief among whom is Catherine of Alexandria , 

from t he fourth cen t ury, who is associated with a legend of her 

escape from martydom on a spiked whee1. 56 With these associations 

in mind , James's choice of a name for his heroine seems more than 

appropri ate. There is something very saintly about Catherine's 

digni ty, her control, and her acceptance of a situation thrust 

upon her by a domineering father and a cruel suitor. Although 

her t orture is not physical, Catherine is also well acquainted 

wi th torture and suffering. James clearly shows throughout the 

nov e l that Dr. Sloper gets an especial joy from torturing Catherine 

with hi s little ironies and his cruel decisions. 

Moreover, the name "Sloper" also has symbolic overtones. 

The definition of the slang term "slope" means to "depart sud

denly, to run away; 11 57 hence, "a sloper" is one who runs away. 

Cather i ne does run away from marriage and from l i fe. Once jilted, 

she simply closes the door on her womanhood and accepts the role 

of a n eccentric maiden aunt. Austin Sloper also runs away f r om 

the truth about himself and from t he dark side of hi s nature. 

5 5R ob er t L • Ga 1 e , "Names in James , 11 Names , 1 4 ( 1 9 6 6 ) , p • 8 5. 

56oxford English Dictionary, s . v. "catherine. " 

57 Ibid. , s. v. "sl ope. 11 
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He cannot admit that emotions, not reason and logic, govern his 

actions; and he cannot accept Morris Townsend, who is so much 

like himself. 

Sloper' s first name, "austin," can also be in terpretated " 

symbolically. "Austin'' is a derivative of "Augustinian," which 

the O .. E .. D .. defines as "of or pertaining to St. Augustine or his 

doctrines, the prominent tenents which were immediate efficacy of 

grace and absolute predestination."58 As James•s irony touches 

Austin Sloper's character, it also touches his name; for there is 

no grace in his nature, nor is there any saintliness. However, 

there is in his nature the same rigid inflexibility one finds 

in the doctrine of absolute predestination. 

Additional symbolism can be seen in Morris Townsend's 

name. "Morris" is related to the morris-dance, a kind of 

pantomine in which participants wear costumes and masks; and 

the expression designates a slang term meaning "to dance, to 

move away rapidly; to decamp." 59 This definition provides an 

accurate description of what Morris Townsend does when he learns 

he cannot get Catherine's inheritance: he moves away from her 

rapidly .. Also the artificiality of the morris-dance suggests 

the hypocrisy of Townsend's relationship with Catherine. His 

last name is formed from two words and represents one of James's 

favorite devices. "Town" is an obsolete term designating "an 

58Ibid .. , s. v. "austin." 

59Ibid .. , s. v. "morris." 
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enc l osed place or piece of ground, an enclosure, a field, a 

yard , court;" 60 and one definition of "send" is "to cause (a 

person) to be conveyed as a prisoner or a slave, to commit or 

consign officially to prison, the gallows, death, etc." 61 

Cl early Townsend is the one who commits Catherine to the en

c l osure of her father's home, which in many ways is like both 

prison and death. 

Other influences on James's portrait of Catherine come 

di rect ly from the author's personal life. As Edel states, "she 

is an i mage of himself as victim of his brother's -- and America's 

- - f a i lure to understand either his feelings or his career." 62 

Bot h Dr. Sloper and Townsend appear to embody elements of 

Will i am James, the brother who treated Henry with contempt and 

sarcasm, yet who could love and spurn him. Catherine ' s approach 

t o her predicament duplicates James' s _m_anner of dealing wi th hi s 

prob l ems. Catherine decides she must be good, patient, r espec tful, 

and not openly defiant. This was also James's disguise, biding 

hi s time, avoiding direct action, and hoping to triumph through 

persis t ence. 63 

The way in which James presents the novel also adds to 

the atmo s phere of personal involvement. While the central obser ver 

60ibid., s. v. "town. " 

61 Ibid., s. v . 11 send. 11 

62Edel, Conquest of ~ondo_g, p . 399. 

63Ibid. 
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is present, he is not one of the characters in the novel. 

Instead, the author seems to be the central observer. At one 

point in a description of Catherine , he even refers to her as 

"one's heroine." Perhaps it is this personal involvement that 

allowed Catherine to develop a heroic dignity out of proporti on 

to the l ength of the novel. One critic has even suggested that 

the novel coul d well have been called by her name. 64 Never

theless, James ' s portrait of Catherine Sloper remains one of 

the artist's most unusual and most thoroughly American creations . 

64F. o. Matthiessen, The American Novels and Stories o f 
Henry James (New York: Alfred A. Knop f, Inc., 1947), p. xi. 



CHAPTER III 

A CHARACTERIZATION OF FLEDA VETCH 

The Jamesian heroine grew from novel to novel as the 

artist polished his art, and Fleda Vetch in The Spoils of Poynton 

emerges as a striking example of the perfection James achieved. 

While she has many of the qualities of Daisy Miller and Catherine 

Sloper, Fleda adds a new dimension to the typical Jarnesian 

protagonist. Her character is extremely complicated and multi

faceted; and in true James fashion, she has a serious flaw, which 

prohibits her from achieving happiness. 

Originally titled The Old Things, The Spoils of Poynton 

1 
is a triumph of James•s mature style. Published in 1897, the 

novel is also the first example of James's scenic construction. 

Edel writes of this new technique: "Henry James now saw that he 

could launch an action and then let it evolve with the logic of 

a well-made scenic design. 112 The result was a new, complex novel 

which requires a patient reader. 

Built on a "slight but strong theme," the novel possesses 

a striking dramatic quality,3 and as with all James•s works, 

1s. Gorley Putt, Henry James: ~ Reader's Guide (Ithaca, 
New York: Cornell University Press, 1966), p. 245. 

21eon Edel, Henry James: The Treacherous Years (London: 
Rupert Hart-Davis, 1969), p. 104. 

3Ibid., p. 153 . 
56 
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The Spoils .Q.f Poynton is based on a true incident. At a London 

dinner, the . woman seated next to James told him of a "widowed 

Scottish lady'' who "was suing her son over the rare furnishing 

he had inherited and which she refused to yield."4 According 

to English custom, a widowed mother could be "turned out of the 

big house on the son's marriage and relegated."5 No doubt this 

custom was quite distasteful to James, whose own mother ruled 

like a queen in the family household. Nevertheless, he avoided 

the opportunity for sentimental melodrama "by making mother and 

son a pair evenly matched in virtue and silliness."6 

James originally designed Fleda as a central observer 

or reflector; however, her minor role somehow grew, and James 

spent "unanticipated pages rendering her character more fully." 7 

By degrees, Fleda became the central focus of the novel. When 

one-third of the novel was complete, James realized he had 

made Owen fall in love with Fleda. At first James felt that 

this fact would prove disastrous for the novel's projected end

ing, which called for Fleda to manage the return of the spoils, 

thus restoring harmony and averting scandal for the Gereths. 

Furthermore, since Fleda's act was to be prompted by her selfless 

devotion to an Owen in love with, and married to, another woman, 

4 Ibid., p. 1 54. 

5Charles Thomas Samuels, lli, Ambiguitr of Henry James 
(Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1971 , P• 76. · 

6Ibid. 

?Nina Baym, "F'leda Vetch and The Spoils Q.f Poynton," 
PMLA, 84 (January, 1969), 102. 
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the point of her action would be nullified if Owen loved Fleda. 

Handling this situation proved difficult for James, who did not 

consider changing the manuscript he had thus far produced. 

Always the artist, he believed profoundly in the rightness of 

whatever form the novel chose to assume. He constantly refined 

his style but never touched structure. Consequently, he would 

not delete the love story, nor would he change his original 

ending . Instead, James allowed Fleda's role, which he had 

introduced as a mere plotting device, to become increasingly 

complex and to provide coherence in a novel more intricate than 

he had intended. Hence, Fleda's character is full of conflicts 
r 

and incongruities; yet through her character, James rationalized 

the disparities of plot. 8 

Unlike the earlier heroines, physical beauty or the lack 

of it is not an important part of Fleda's characterization. Rarely 

does James even mention her physical appearance. In the first 

pages of the novel, Mrs. Gereth describes Fleda as pretty, slim, 

pale, black-haired, "dressed with an idea," and not likely 

"ever to occasion an exchange of platitudes. 119 Early the 

reader learns that Fleda's subtle mind is her treasure and that 

she has an '' extraordinary flair." Clearly, Fleda • s beauty is 

not physical; it is a loveliness that shines from her soul. 

While not beautiful like Daisy Miller and not plain like 

Catherine Sloper, Fleda has a style all her own. One gets the 

8rbid. 

9Henry James,~ Spoils Q.f. Poynton (Nor f olk, Conne : 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1924), p . 3. 
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impression that Fleda is like the spoils of Poynton, quietly 

exquisite, well-cared for, and valuable because of her perfect 

taste. 

Fleda's intelligence also contrasts with the earlier 

heroines. While Daisy is bright but ignorant and Catherine has 

little active mental process, Fleda is quick, clear-minded, and 

unusually perceptive. Because of this quality, she perceives a 

friend, an alliance, a kindred soul in Mrs. Gereth, the dispos

sessed owner of Poynton. As James remarks, "She was in her 

small way a spirit of the same family as Mrs. Gereth." 10 

Furthermore, she is able to see all sides of a situation. She 

can appreciate Mrs. Gereth's treasures and sympathize with her 

desire to keep them; she can also understand Owen's wish to 

get the spoils for Mona Brigstock, his fiancee. Moreover, Fleda 

can appreciate Mona's feelings about getting what has been 

promised to her. In reality, Fleda is often more aware of other 

people's needs and desires than she is her own: Fleda readily 

understands others but does not understand herself at all. She 

also knows how to handle people; and she has a habit of saying 

exactly what is expected of her, even if she must lie. She knows 

too that there is safety in silence as well as in hiding one's 

true feelings. Believing that these ploys give her a distinct 

advantage in dealing with people, she strives always to be 

guided by reason and logic. 

lOibid., p. 11. 
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In the preface to~ Spoils .Qf Poynton, James char

acterizes Fleda as a "free spirit." Although some critics believe 

there is a great disparity between what James wrote and what he 

thought he wrote, Fleda appears to govern her own actions almost 

exclusively. For James, being free meant being able to "feel" 

and to "see" at the same time. As Frederick Willey explains, 

"The 'free spirit' both sees and feels, while the others, the in

complete human beings, but see without feeling. 1111 Fleda exercises 

her freedom when she acts as a "communicator" between Mrs. Gereth 

and Owen, even though she loves Owen and appreciates the spoils. 

r'urthermore, she advises Mrs. Gereth to return Owen's inheritance: 

"I'm thinking of the simple question of his keeping faith on an 

important clause of his contract: it does n•t matter whether it's 

with a stupid girl or with a monster of cleverness. I'm think

ing of his honor and his good name." 12 Later she demands that 

Owen "settle" with Mona before he makes a committment to her: 

and she tells him, "The great thing is to keep faith.'' 13 In 

James's works, such freedom entails complications and subtleties: 

"For the free spirit they arise in the conflicts between know

ledge and desire, or ••• the tensions between seeing and 

feeling." 14 Though Fleda wants Owen, she torments herself by 

11 Frederick Willey, "The Free Spirit and the Clever Agent 
in Henry James," Southern Review, 2 (1966), p. 316. 

12James, The Spoils of Poynton, pp. 138-139. 

l3Ibid., p. 236. 

l4Willey, -p. 319. 
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sending him back to Mona. Willey refers to this torment as 

"the Jamesian paradox of the free spirit, who 'always tormented, 

and by no means triumphant, is heroic, ironic, pathetic.'"l5 Of 

necessity the free spirit "must voluntarily limit his freedom 

within the sphere of aspiration. 1116 Fleda is also free in 

another typical Jamesian sense: she has no family ties to re

strict her actions; she comes and goes as she pleases. She feels 

no bond with her father at all; for her sister, she feels an 

obligation much as she feels for Mrs. Gereth, Owen, and Mona. 

In one sense, though, Fleda is not at all free; for her 

actions and even he~ thoughts are categorically based on an 

inherent moral sens:e• She is the only character in the novel 

who is not guided by a personal passion. Hence Fleda approaches 

every idea with an eye for its rightness or its wrongness. Even 

though she understands why Mrs. Gereth "steals" the furnishings 

of Poynton, she cannot condone the "theft." As James writes, 

"She dould n't care for such things when they came to her in such 

a way; there was a wrong about them all that turned them to 

ugliness ••• she saw Poynton dishonored." 17 Fleda's heart and 

mind are responsive to all issues, and she uses all her courage 
~ 

and stamina to meet the challenge which her morality incurs. 

Though not "clever" in the sense that Mrs. Gereth is 

clever, Fleda is artistic and imaginative. James tells the 

1 5rbid. 

16 Ibid. 

17James, ~ SEoils of Poynton, PP• 92-93. 
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reader that Fleda has studied impressionistic painting for a 

year in Paris, although no one in the novel is aware of her 

ability. After Mrs. Gereth openly displays her disgust for the 

family paintings at Waterbath, the Brigstock home, Fleda does 

not mention her own talent. James indicates that Fleda's 

artistic ability, like her morality, is by "direct inspiration." 

Furthermore, Fleda can also appreciate the simple furnishings 

of Ricks, the dower house left to Mrs. Gereth. She develops 

a very warm feeling about the maiden aunt to whom the house once 

belonged and believes she would have liked the lady. Perhaps 

her i magination is best summed up by James: "This imagination 

of Fleda's was a faculty that easily embraced all the heights 

a nd depths and extremities of things; that made a single mouth

ful , :i.n particular, of any tragic or desparate necessity.
1118 

However, for all her admirable qualities, Fleda is a 

failure, a fact which Charles 'l'homas Samuels interprets as "the 

unmistakable sign of James's regard. 1119 
A failure as an artist, 

Fleda has no visibl ~ means of financial support. In reality, 

she lives off others -- her father, her sister, and Mrs. Gereth. 

She herself has no treasured belongings; she must derive pleasure 

from admiring the treasures of others. Moreover, urnable to ac

cept Owen on any but ''honorable" terms, she fails in her natural 

capacity as a woman. The only thing at wni ch she succeeds is in 

getting the spoils back for Owen. In itself, even this success 

lc)Ibid-, p. 162 .. 
I 

l9Samuels, p. 78 .. 
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is the result of fraud; Mrs. Gereth believes she is giving 

the spoils to Owen and Fleda. In addition, Fleda fails in 

adherring to her own moral code; and as one critic points out, 

"j_t i.s ironic that a girl so morally nice spends so much of her 

U _me lying. 1120 This trait is in direct contrast to both Daisy 

Miller and Catherine Sloper, who are both fanatically honest. 

Philip L. Greene sees Fleda's lies as "acts of heroic suppression. 1121 

She lies repeatedly to Mrs. Gereth about her true feelings for 

Owen and about the plans for the marriage of Owen and Mona. She 

realizes that if she tells the truth she will get both Owen and 

the spoils, but she will not "play the game." Her conscious 

deception, then, resolves the conflict between her desire and 

her sense of honor. Another critic suggests that "Fleda's 

lying is calculated to induce discovery. 1122 This theory makes 

Fleda out to be a bit of a schemer, but James implies that her 

main guilt is an excessively romantic imagination. 23 

Why, then, is Fleda a failure: James gives two possible 

answers to this question. First of all, Fleda's pride is un

usually dear to her. As James records, "She couldn't do a ny

thing at all ••• unless she could do it with a kind of pride. 1124 

Mrs. Gereth is the one person in the novel who recognizes Fleda's 

20Ibid., p. 79. 

21 Philip L. Greene, "Point of View in 1'.h£ Spoils of 
Poynton," Nineteenth-Century Fiction , 21 (1967) , 365. 

22 rbid., pp. 365-366. 

23Ibid., p. 366. 

24James, The Spoils of Poyn t on, p. 127 . 
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vanity; and she tells her,"• •• don't try to make yourself better 

than you are ••• You're not quite a saint in heaven yet." 25 

Fleda's "sai~tliness" definitely contributes to her failure 

because it prevents her judging situations accurately. Robert 

McLean has been sharphy critical of Fleda's pride: he "finds 

Fleda a 'cunning' girl who 'victimizes' Mrs. Gereth and finally 

falls a 'victim of pride and ambition. " 126 Furthermore, Fleda 

sets herself up as the moral savior of Owen, Mona, and Mrs. Gereth, 

three people she hardly knows. She plans to get the spoils for 

Owen, to help Mona keep her honor, and to prevent Mrs. Gareth 

from dishonoring herself and her son. Anyone with such a lofty 

view of his personal capabilities is almost doomed for failure 

from the onset. A second reason for her failure is her consistent 

effort to hide and/or deny her true feelings. This action is, 

first of all, a protection. She believes that if people can see 

her true feelings, they will gain an advantage over her. She 

also seems to avoid involvement by keeping her passion "in a 

cage." Again Mrs. Gereth recognizes her friend's problem and 

advises her: "Let yourself go!" 27 By subverting her real 

feelings, Fleda presents, for the most of the novel, a cold, 

disinterested exterior to both Owen and his mother. This 

seeming lack of involvement further complicates matters and 

eventually leads to Fleda's failure. 

25Ibid., p. 247. 

26areene, pp. 359-360. 

27James, ~ SEoils of Poyntop, p. 169 
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While James is obviously sympathetic to his heroine, 

some characters in the novel fail to share the sentiment. Mrs. 

Gereth, who is decidedly pro-Fleda from the first moment she sees 

her, would be most happy to have her for a daughter-in-law. Owen, 

however, seems uninterested at first. Mainly, he is glad his 

mothe r has found a new friend: James states, "With a person in 

the house, who like herself, was clever, poor Mummy was con

veniently occupied."28 Later Fleda becomes the mediator be-

tween Owen and his mother. At one point, Mrs. Gereth suggests, 

much to Fleda's shame, that Owen marry Fleda rather than Mona. 

While Owen seems not to notice his mothe'r' s remark, shortly 

afterward he begins to make overtures to Fleda. He tells her: 

"I knew I should have liked you better than anyone in the world." 29 

He also tells Fleda that he could give up the spoils and live at 

Ricks with her, and he begs her to marry him and save him from 

Mona. In contrast, Mona is jealous and suspicious of Fleda . 

She demands to know what is going on between Owen and Fleda, and 

she accuses Fleda of being like Mrs. Gereth: as Owen relates to 

Fleda, Mona "said a pretty girl like you was a nice old Mummy for 

me."30 Furthermore, she believes Fleda is interfering in what 

should be a problem between her and the Gereths. She also accuses 

Owen of being in love with Fleda. In short, Mona does not view 

Fleda as at all heroic, noble, or even moral. Certainly there is 

28Ibid., p. 22. 

Z9Ibid., pp. 198-199. 

30ibid., p. 199. 
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an element of truth in Mona's suspicions, and this fact alone 

raises some questions about Fleda's character. Moreover, Fleda's 

own sister relates a most derogatory fact about Fleda: "people 

were saying that she fastened like a leech on other people -

people who had houses where something was to be picked up. 11 31 

Indeed, some people feel that Fleda's friendships are less than 

honorable. 

Since Fleda is the "reflector" of the novel, doubts 

about her character place the accuracy of her observations in 

jeopardy. James constructed the novel on a series of conceal

ments, and Fleda's view point is necessary to limit the reader's 

knowledge.32 However, Wayne C. Booth in~ Rhetoric of Fiction 

states that Fleda is not a completely reliable narrator, al

though she does come close to the "author's ideal of taste, 

judgment, and moral sense."33 On the other hand, Greene ex

plains that at various places in the novel the author steps 

forward to assert his reflector's reliability.
34 

This fact is 

most evident in the lack of irony surrounding Fleda's char

acterization: James treats his heroine with sympathy. Never

theless, certain statements call into question Fleda's objectivity. 

First of all, are the Brigstocks really as terrible as Fleda and 

the Gereths state? Granted, they are not aesthetes as are Fleda 

and Mrs. Gereth; but their family paintings, while not art 

31 Ibid., p. 30. 

32areene, pp. 361-362. 

33Ibid., p. 361. 

34Ibid., p. 363 . 
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treasures, may have great sentimental value. The Brigstocks's 

bric-a-braes may not reflect good taste, but they show a natural

ness and a zest for living. Their billiard room may not be 

aesthetically pleasing, but it is functional and enjoyable for 

a billiard enthusiast. Furthermore, Mona's beauty, despite its 

vulgarity, suggests warmth and naturalness. Her behavior also 

seems to be natural and unhampered by convention. These ob

servations suggest once again that Fleda's evaluations may be 

the result of a biased eye and thus point up a flaw in her 

character, or that they may be the perceptions of an acute 

moral sense. 

Nevertheless, as with the majority of James•s works, 

various standard Jamesian themes combine to contribute to the 

development of Fleda's character. One such theme is the theme 

of sacrifice. Fleda is the victim, and Mrs. Gereth holds the 

sacrificial knife. Shamed and embarrassed when Mrs. Gereth 

asks her to marry Owen and save her treasures, Fleda determines 

to save the morality of her friends. As William Bysshe Stein 

relates, "Mrs. Gereth's ruthless opportunism becomes Fleda's 

inspiration for self-sacrifice."35 "Thenceforth she works to 

purge her social superiors of their pettiness and malice by 

transforming their values,"36 Stein continues. He concludes 

by comparing Fleda to Don Quixote: "she unconsciously desires 11 

to make life achieve its ideal possibilities. 11 37 Fleda is a 

-35William Bysshe Stein, "The Method at the Heart of 
Madness: The SEoils of Poynton," Modern Fiction Studies, 14 
(1968), 191. 

36 Ibid. 

37Ibid. 
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savior-figure; but ironically, though she achieves her purpose 

and restores the spoils to their rightful heir, she sacrifices 

her own happiness as well as Owen's. 

By the time James wrote The Spoils .Q.f. Poynton, his 

American and European themes had blended into the singular 

cosmopolitian theme. James took the best parts of both cultures 

and gave them to a new breed of character. Fleda Vetch is rep

resentative of this new type, for she belongs to no specific 

social class but is able to mingle with all classes. She has 

the moral virtue James associated with America, and she has the 

artistic taste and refinement he found in Europe. In looking 

from Daisy Miller to The Spoils of Poynton, it is apparent that 

James has eased social tensions. Although he still projects 

a bit of the old society through Mr. Gereth, he creates Fleda to 

represent the new society. 

A major theme used to enhance the stature of this new 

breed is the quest motif. According to critic Willey, in James's 

works "life" and "quest 11 are synonomous terms. Willey explains 

these two terms: "life is a search for justice through the 

knowledge of feeling. It is a quest for a resilient stance 

in defense of an inviolable independence of character."
38 

In 

the novel, Fleda searches for justice for herself and for her 

friends who are not capable of finding it for themselves. She 

finds "moral justice;" and she maintains her independence of 

character, like all the Jamesian heroines; but she fails in 

~ 1 rch for happi·ness In contrast to Fleda's 11er persona sea • 

3BWilley, p. 319. 
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quest, the other characters of the novel -- Mrs. Gereth, Owen, 

and Mona -- seek the spoils with as much fervor as Fleda seeks 

justice. Through a trick of fate, the spoils go to Mona and 

Owen, who lose possession to a fire, another trick of fate. 

Central to much of James's fiction, the theme of money 

or lack of it is also present in The Spoils .Q.f Poynton. James 

uses "financial metaphors" to indicate moral and sexual status. 

According to Alice Morgan, "Sexual renunciation and monetary 

renunciation or extreme generosity are linked qualities -- not 

merely associated but separate qualities of the same character."39 

Critic Morgan continues: "Money or some physical treasure is used 

as a symbol of the passion to be renounced. 040 To Fleda, Owen 

and the spoils connote passion. Thus, Fleda hopes that Mona will 

break her engagement with Owen so that she can "get something 

back" for all her effort. She wants Owen, but naturally the 

spoils would come with him. The spoils then emerge as a symbol 

of marriage or sexual union. Consequently, Mona refuses to 

marry Owen without them, and Fleda will get them if she marries 

Owen. However, Fleda's moral sense triumphs over passion when 

she refuses to compromise her values in order to win Owen from 

Mona. She gets nothing for what she has given, not even the 

Maltese cross which Owen wants her to have. With Mrs. Gereth 

39Alice Morgan, "Henry James: Money and Morality," 
Texas Studies in Literature~ Language, 12 (1970), 92~ 

40Ibid. 

I 
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t he "old things" are also a reflector of morality, but she "does 

not distinguish between a financial bargain and a human one: 

Fleda is no different from an article in her collection."41 In 

s hort , Mrs. Gereth•s "financial tactics -- craft and the right 

amo unt of money -- mirror her morality.u42 

Closely associated with this theme of money is the theme 

of renunciation. Although Fleda admits love for Owen and en

terta i ns the possibility of marriage, James indicates she is 

never r eally in any danger of marrying him. At the beginning 

of t he novel, Fleda describes her philosophy of marriage: "She 

herself was prepared, if she should ever marry, to contribute 

all the cleverness, and she liked to think that her husband 

would be a force grateful for direction." 43 Fleda wants a 

weak husband. Furthermore, Fleda's inner feelings about love 

insi st that passion is vulgar. Hence keeping her ''passion" 

l ocked i nside her, she avoids emotional displays of all kinds . 

Except for one occasion, she does not permit Owen to touch her; 

indeed , she reacts as though she has an aversion to being touched. 

Yet she i s attracted to Owen because of his weakness. He needs 

her, but because he is weak he cannot break with Mona. Owen ' s 

weakness and Fleda's fear of love then doom the relat ionshi p 

f rom it s beginning. 

4libid., p. 91. 

42 Ibid. 

43James, The Spoils of Poynton, p. 10. 
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Just as these themes reveal the depth and complexity 

o f Fleda's personality, so also do the associations connoted 

by her name. Critics have considered the appropriateness of 

"Fleda Vetch." F. W. Dupee believes that her name is "grotesquely 

homel y" and that it parallels her lack of beauty and embodies 

commonness. 44 Also Oscar uses the harshness of Fleda's name to 

suppor t his contention that James did not mean for her to rep

resent perfect taste; he believes no character with high 

aesthet ic principles could be so unattractively named.45 How

ever , "Vetch" appears twice in James's fiction as a name for 

characters who, like the plant, flourish in a most unpromising 

en vi ronment.46 Vetch, a clinging plant, suggests the manner in 

whi ch Fleda attaches herself to people for financial support. 

Furthermore, "vetch" is a term used by Chaucer and Rowley to 

mean "something of little or no value." 47These descriptions 

certainly indicate Fleda's humble origin and her strong moral 

s ense which gives her strength to survive in a hostile atmosphere. 

In addition, "Fleda'' comes from the Teutonic word "Fleta," which 

means "swift as an arrow: takes flight." 48 Her first name then 

44Joyce Tayloe Horrel, "A ' Shade of a Special Sense': 
Henry James and the Art of Naming," American Literature, 42 
( 1 970) , 2 1 7. 

45Ibid. 

46Ibid., p. 207. 

47Arnold Goldsmith, "The Poetry of Names in The Spoils 
o f Poynton," Names, 14 (1966), 136. 

4Sibid. 
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is constructed from the past participle of the verb "flee" and 

suggests her actions when she is tempted to abandon her values 

for Owen and the spoils. 

Other symbolism which enhances Fleda's personality and 

her social-moral crises is evident in the Maltese cross, the 

gift Owen offers Fleda instead of himself. Goldsmith describes 

the cross as consisting "of four triangles or arrow heads point

ing in towards a common center. 1149 This focal point indicates 

the spoils, about which the plot revolves. The four arrow heads 

naturally represent the four main characters. Labeled in this 

manner , the Maltese cross becomes a diagram of the novel's 

conflicts. 50 

As was his custom, James also incorporated his own 

personal imagery into The Spoils of Poynton. Edel writes of 

this imagery: "In describing Mrs. Gereth's departure from 

Poynton and her loss of her antiques, her work of art, James 

wrote 'the amputation had been performed. Her leg had come 

off -- she had now begun to stump along with the lovely wooden 

substitute; she would stump for life, and what her young friend 

was to come and admire was the beauty of her movement and the 

noise she made about the house.•" 51 While the description is 

grotesque, it comes from James's own childhood and refers to 

his father's amputation and the noise his wooden leg made. 

49Arnold Goldsmith, "The Maltese Cross as Sign in The 
Spoils of Poynton," Renaissance, 16 (1964), 74. 

c-)o 
,,, Ibid. 

5lEdel, The Treacherous Years, p. 156. 
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James was struggling with the defeat of his career as a play

wright at this time, and this rejection by the critics caused 

him to feel amputated like his father. For five years, James 

career as a playwright had been a struggle and had required 

that he sacrifice his art to the materialistic world of the 

stage. This struggle "was retold in~ Spoils of Poynton in 

the form of an irrational issue of a rational conflict, and 

in terms of irrational behavior. 1152 For the length of his 

career James chose to purge himself of all the injuries he 

received by the only means he knew: "he relived them in his 

art."53 Fleda Vetch, then, exists as the result of Henry 

James's need to express his anxiety through her. To his need 

he applied his artistic talents. The combination of these two 

elements created a heroine vastly more complex than the earlier 

heroines. But as always, his heroine represents, more closely 

than any other character, her creator's inner self -- his flaws, 

his temptations, his ideals. 



CONCLUSION 

Through the creation of his heroines, Henry James 

achi eved literary success and influenced the development of both 

th e American and the English novels. His heroines share common 

characteristics: an inherent moral sense, a desire for freedom, 

a natural intelligence, a capacity for suffering and sacrifice, 

and a fatal flaw which dooms them to failure. His success with 

female protagonists resulted from a series of evolutionary steps 

which began with his creation of Daisy Miller and continued to 

t he end of his career. However, the most significant changes oc

curr ed i n the heroines of James•s early and middle periods of 

l i terary development. After he was well established as an 

artist, his heroines possessed the same characteristics. 

Daisy Miller is typical of James•s early period. Charm

ing, egotistical, and exuberant, Daisy is a victim whose igno

rance destroys her much as James feared his literary ignorance 

might destroy him. Not so highly developed as later heroines, 

Daisy does have the same basic qualities as all Jamesian heroines. 

Furthermore, Daisy's state of character development is parallel 

t o the author's state of literary development. 

Another phase of James•s progression appears in his 

characterization of Catherine Sloper, the dull heiress of 

Washington Square. Catherine has one outstanding character

i st i c, an unusual degree of patience which masks an insurmount-

74 
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able determination to follow her own mind. Furthermore, her 

determination is parallel to James's own determination to be 

"literary" no matter what the costs in loss of pride or the 

incursion of family displeasure. While Catherine too has 

qualities similar to other heroines, critics have called her 

unique because in the course of a relatively short novel, 

James was able to develop her personality to a high degree of 

intensity. 

A third stage .of his heroine's development is evident 

in Fleda Vetch, the complex and outward-looking heroine of 

The Spoils of Poynton, a novel of James•s mature period. 

While Fleda has many of the same character traits as Daisy and 

Catherine, she is the only one with a self-transcendent nature. 

Moreover, Fleda represents a new type of person that James en

visioned who could change the world. Classless, with both 

aesthetics and morality, Fleda could revitalize society in the 

same way as the plant "vetch" can revitalize the soil. After 

the creation of Fleda, James continued to use her character 

type in his later novels. 

For the length of his career, Henry James worked with 

the precision, mastery, and dedication of a skilled artist; and 

his portraits of highly moral, determined young women, who "af

front their destinies," remain his most memorable creations. 

Indeed, his female protagonists have all the heroism, morality, 

nobility, and imperfection usually attributed to the tragic heroes 

of ancient literature. 
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